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The Instant-Series Presents "Instant Energy"How to Get More Energy Instantly!Are you feeling
tired all the time? Do you find that you do not have enough energy to make it through your days,
not to mention when was the last time you had a good night sleep?We are all busy, trying to get
by in life and make a living to provide and support ourselves and families, so we have to be able
to keep our energy and strength!Perhaps you have to work all the time, then manage your home
life all requiring excessive energy, or you're always drained by all the studies you have to do,
and, thus, never have enough energy to do all the things you want in life.You're just barely
making it through your day, and by the time you're done, you're already crashed your bed, and
it's a repeat...all over again.How about if you can recharge your energy level instantly whenever
you need it and have abundance limitless energy anytime you want, and get more things done
and to enjoy...without the aid of coffee, energy drink, or any sort of caffeine/supplements/drugs
whatsoever...with minimum effort and times?All it takes are some practical handy-dandy, cool
methods you could implement right now!Within "Instant Energy":Learn about the secret pressure
points press you can do to yourself right now to eliminate fatigue and restore yourself.The
smallest and simplest tweaks you can implement in your life to always stay energized.What to do
when you're dozing off to dreamland, and need and instant rush of awakening to stay focus and
get things done?How to use your attitude to as a powerhouse reactor to give you the massive
surge of energy you need?How to increase your energy level to keep going at working or
studying, like the Energizer Bunny?Plus, custom practical "how-to" strategies, techniques,
applications and exercises to boost your energy....and much more.There's no excuse for you to
ever being tired and missing out on what you want to do again. Give yourself an instant jolt boost
of energy whenever you need it at command.Recharge and command your energy! Get Instant
Energy now!

About the AuthorGet instant how-to instruction, practical self-help information, and beneficial
improvement. Acquire new skills and obtain new knowledge instantly. All about practicality and
instantaneity for effective fast results.For more info, go to http: //www.instantseries.com.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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The INSTANT-Series PresentsINSTANTENERGYHow to Get More Energy Instantly! Instant
Series Publication Copyright © Instant Series Publication, all rights reserved. It is impermissible
to reproduce any part of this book without prior consent. All violations will be prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law. While attempts have been made to verify the information contained
within this publication, neither the author nor the publisher assumes any responsibility for errors,
omissions, interpretation or usage of the subject matter herein. This publication contains the
opinions and ideas of its author and is intended for informational purpose only. The author and
publisher shall in no event held liable for any loss or other damages incurred from the usage of
this publication. FIRST STEP: Before proceeding, visit , and join the INSTANT Newsletter
now. You will want to! :)CONTENTS Chapter 1 - Why Are You Tired All the Time?- The Loss Of
Energy- What You Should Avoid Doing- Recharge Your Energy Now Chapter 2 - How to
PHYSICALLY Boost Your Energy Instantly- Reinvigorate Yourself Physically- Physical Method 1:
The Ice Blast of Energy- Physical Method 2: Get Upside Down- Physical Method 3: Press
Where? Chapter 3 - How to MENTALLY Re-Energize Yourself Now- Revitalized Yourself
Mentally- Mental Method 1: Be a Buddha- Mental Method 2: Pen and Paper- Mental Method 3:
Treat Yourself- Mental Method 4: Picture it Chapter 4 - What SMALL CHANGES Can You Make
to Get Your Energy Soaring?- The Smallest Changes Produce The Biggest Results- Small
Change 1: The Wardrobe Change- Small Change 2: Take a “Power Moment” Chapter 5 - How to
Use Your Attitude to Increase Your Energy Level- Your Attitude Is Your Powerhouse Reactor-
Attitude Method 1: Get Sexy- Attitude Method 2: Get Loud- Attitude Method 3: Be a BIG
KID Chapter 6 - No More Feeling Tired- The Need For Energy- Now You Know How To
Recharge- Say Goodbye To FatigueChapter 1Why Are You Tired All the Time? The Loss Of
Energy We all suffer from it from time to time. It makes getting work done and being happy
difficult. It’s a drain on your efficiency, your mind, and, often, even your heart. No. We’re not
talking about depression, anxiety, or a chronic illness. We’re talking about energy loss and
fatigue. 
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The Ice Blast of Energy- Physical Method 2: Get Upside Down- Physical Method 3: Press
Where? Chapter 3 - How to MENTALLY Re-Energize Yourself Now- Revitalized Yourself
Mentally- Mental Method 1: Be a Buddha- Mental Method 2: Pen and Paper- Mental Method 3:
Treat Yourself- Mental Method 4: Picture it Chapter 4 - What SMALL CHANGES Can You Make
to Get Your Energy Soaring?- The Smallest Changes Produce The Biggest Results- Small
Change 1: The Wardrobe Change- Small Change 2: Take a “Power Moment” Chapter 5 - How to
Use Your Attitude to Increase Your Energy Level- Your Attitude Is Your Powerhouse Reactor-
Attitude Method 1: Get Sexy- Attitude Method 2: Get Loud- Attitude Method 3: Be a BIG
KID Chapter 6 - No More Feeling Tired- The Need For Energy- Now You Know How To
Recharge- Say Goodbye To FatigueChapter 1Why Are You Tired All the Time? The Loss Of
Energy We all suffer from it from time to time. It makes getting work done and being happy
difficult. It’s a drain on your efficiency, your mind, and, often, even your heart. No. We’re not
talking about depression, anxiety, or a chronic illness. We’re talking about energy loss and
fatigue. For some of you, fatigue is a minor issue and isn’t something you deal with regularly. For
others, a lack of energy is an ongoing problem that plagues you and drains the joy and
productivity from your life. What You Should Avoid Doing For some issues like anxiety,
relationship problems, financial burdens, or chronic depression, talking is extremely
helpful. However, the problem with being tired is that talking "about being tired" is about as
helpful as arguing whether the glass is half-empty or half-full, while somebody else already
drinks it...and is completely self-defeating. When it comes to feeling drained of energy, talking is
pointless. The more you remind yourself of how exhausted you are, the more miserable and
overwhelmed you begin to feel, ultimately wasting more energy in a negative cycle. Going over
to-do lists in your head, beating yourself up for feeling depleted, or simply telling yourself to “get
it together” may seem like good ways to beat fatigue, but they won’t work. Instead, you’ll only
want to collapse onto your desk and cry. And that, you know very well, will do no one any
good. Therefore, you need to begin by choosing some practical applications toward recharging
your energy. Recharge Your Energy Now There are some very simple things that you can do to
get energy NOW. They are instantaneous, easy, and some are even pretty enjoyable. There may
be many things contributing to your exhaustion such as poor a mental state, a physical issue, a
bad attitude, or simply a bad habit. It’s likely that at least one of those things is part of the
problem. You’ll be given practical, simple strategies to identify which thing (or things) is depleting
your energy, and then what to do to recharge those batteries. It’s a lot easier than you think! No
time to be horsing around. Let's recharge your energy now!Chapter 2How to PHYSICALLY Boost
Your Energy Instantly Reinvigorate Yourself Physically For starters, you’ll need to decide if you
want to attack this problem from a physical standpoint... 
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Michael DiCroce, “Inhibitions and internal fire. I want to begin by stating that I am a man of faith
and this book was only a solace to me. Phew glad that's over. The main idea behind this
publishing is to broaden the everyday persons life. Whether be it a handyman, postal worker,
scientist or librarian, we can all take something away from this. I would recommend this novel
100%.Lets get on to the nitty gritty. We all have energy inside us. The drive we have deep within
us. The first chapter focused on identifying the problem. A majority of us suffer from tiredness to
a certain limit. If we are late on our bills we can just talk it over with our friends and acquire some
affirmation. We need to point the finger to ourselves to regain our body's trust again.In chapter II
we recharge. Take a cold shower, I know it hurts get over it. While your at the restroom just
splash yourself. Drink an ice cold glass of aqua. This will boost your blood pressure and
stimulate your senses.Now we will cover the mental part. Meditation is extremely wonderful for
your entire body. It is practiced by the monks in Thailand as well as your fellow American. There
not crazy IM ONE OF THEM. FYI. Treat yourself from time to time. Everybody loves McDonalds
go out and have a happy meal! :-)In conclusion self awareness is key to the human body. Just
remind yourself each and everyday where you are and where you are going.”

candice vega, “Some Of The Most Helpful Information I've Read. Being the type of person who
works twelve hours a day, six days a week and comes home only to stay up until two in the
morning before being able to sleep, I'm constantly tired. Caffeine pills don't work. Energy drinks
are tasty but useless. Energy shots make me dizzy and sick, and I crash after an hour of taking it
no matter what brand. Even when I get to sleep in, I feel as though I'm more tired than when I
went to sleep originally, so I needed to find something else to try.I came across this book as I
was looking through various kindle books at home, for anything that would offer me some type of
solution to not be so tired. With such a friendly price, I couldn't say no and I was curious to see if
maybe I could get more energy like the book offered.It starts off with a bit of an introduction of
some useful information called 'Why are you tired all the time?' That question is something I hear
from every person I work with every day because I complain so much about it. Well, this book
lays it out for you in chapter one.It's a pretty simple chapter, telling you what you should avoid
doing and how to recharge your energy NOW, which leads you to your next chapter: How to
Physically boost your energy Instantly. This chapter list various physical choices to give yourself
energy and to be honest, the Ice option, is probably the best one for me!Continuing, the third
chapter is mental reenergizing and gives you a few options to mentally regain your energy, as in
meditation (Be a Buddha!), writing and treating yourself. It's pretty straight forward and easy
things that anyone can do. (They work. I'm surprised)The fourth chapter is about the small
changes you could to do give yourself energy, like wardrobe and a 'power moment'. Personally, I
like the power moment because it's pretty empowering after you've finished it. (I'm in love with
my wardrobe so I can't change it!)The fifth part is about using your attitude, like getting sexy



(who DOESN'T want to get sexy?), being loud and being a kid (I'm a big kid at heart when I have
the energy - ironic right?)Of course the book will give more detail than my bare bones here, but
it's actually helped me significantly since I've tried implementing a few of these tips into my life
now. I'm definitely not as tired as I was before thankfully. It's worth the buy though.”

The book by The INSTANT-Series has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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